Abstract-In common Web-based search interfaces, it can be difficult to formulate queries that simultaneously combine temporal, spatial, and topical data filters. We investigate how coordinated visualizations can enhance search and exploration of information on the World Wide Web by easing the formulation of these types of queries. Drawing from visual information seeking and exploratory search, we introduce VisGets -interactive query visualizations of Web-based information that operate with online information within a Web browser. VisGets provide the information seeker with visual overviews of Web resources and offer a way to visually filter the data. Our goal is to facilitate the construction of dynamic search queries that combine filters from more than one data dimension. We present a prototype information exploration system featuring three linked VisGets (temporal, spatial, and topical), and used it to visually explore news items from online RSS feeds.
INTRODUCTION
Searching for information on the World Wide Web is a fundamental task undertaken daily by millions of people. Furthermore, this computer use is expanding into more and more aspects of society, as people increasingly turn to the Web as an immediate source for news, references, and entertainment.
While the seemingly-endless information space of the Web contains diverse rich-media content, finding information on the Web is still generally done using an ordinary text query. This approach is demonstrably useful, in that people routinely find something useful, even if it is not exactly what they were seeking. However, searching can be frustrating when queries return thousands of hits, many of which are extraneous. Difficulties are even more likely when a person's information need is only vaguely defined. Choosing the right keywords for the search query may be difficult, and the text-based result list itself provides little contextual overview to promote general understanding. A common tactic is to issue multiple (slightly different) queries, and to look mainly at the first few items in the list of results. While this can lead to success, it just as often leads to long and frustrating searches with imperfect results [19] .
Today's Web features thriving online communities, rich media content, maturing Semantic Web standards, and an increasing number of geographically referenced resources. This structure is quite different from the early days of the Web, which was dominated by unstructured textual information. Information published on today's Web is becoming ever more complex: it includes not only multimedia, but rich links between information fragments indicating semantic, social, and spatial relationships. Unfortunately, the traditional Web search processes do not reflect these advances. Search remains primarily textual, and result lists are still quite unstructured.
In this paper, we introduce VisGets as a means to support visual information exploration on the Web. VisGets are information visualization widgets whose manipulation constructs a Web query. The general goal is to support the information seeker in gaining casual insight into large collections of Web resources. While the concept of filtering Webbased information through interactive visualization is quite broad, we chose to start by considering three increasingly common dimensions of Web-based information: temporal, spatial, and topical (as evidenced by tags). Drawing upon the concept of dynamic queries [29] -which has been successfully applied to local, static databases [2] , GISVis systems [8, 10] , and StatsVis software [16, 34] -VisGets extend and adjust the basic concept applying it to dynamic, distributed, Web-based data. These extensions include weighted brushing, developed to reveal the degree of relatedness between data elements, and delta queries, which provide information about the change in query results and improve interactivity through minimizing data movement. Map visualizations of photos [1] and tags [30, 41] combine spatial and topical dimensions into one view and thus allow initial exploration of multifaceted information. In contrast VisGets provide separate, yet linked visualizations that are used for query formulation along multiple dimensions.
To assess people's response to this type of information access, we conducted an exploratory user study, looking at both specific and more open-ended search tasks.
RELATED WORK
A wealth of literature on navigation and exploration of information spaces appears within and across several research communities. In this section, we highlight some of the key ideas underlying our work.
Picking, Foraging, and Exploring Information
Using metaphors from foraging behavior, the concepts of "berrypicking" and "information scent" describe navigation between numerous online resources. With berrypicking, the static search concept is replaced with a dynamic understanding of searching and browsing, where searchers roam somewhat randomly between different sets of documents. By gathering multiple information bits, the searcher learns about the content and consequently changes his/her information needs, and thus the subsequent queries [6] . An extension of berrypicking is the notion of exploratory search, which starts with a vague information need, and then leads to a learning process [22, 37] . Information scent is related to berrypicking, but puts less emphasis on the changing information needs. Instead, it focuses more on proximal cues that direct the searcher to more interesting information items or navigational elements [9, 39] . However, both berrypicking and information scent describe a type of low-level navigation in which individual resources or navigational elements may guide the information seeker, but they do not provide general overviews.
Faceted navigation utilizes the fact that information spaces can be organized along multiple dimensions or facets. Instead of employing only a single organization scheme, a faceted classification of information provides the searcher with multiple content-oriented facets that can be explored without entering explicit search queries [11] . Facets can be understood as orthogonal, non-exclusive categories that describe multiple aspects of information sources. While faceted navigation provides a better overview on a information collection, the manual creation and actualization of faceted classifications are work-intensive and require domain knowledge.
Visualization for Information Seeking
Previous work has shown that interactive visualizations can considerably improve the exploration of data, suggesting that information seekers should be able to "rapidly, safely, and even playfully explore a database" [29] . Graphical user interface elements can enable visual information seeking via dynamic queries [2] . An extension of dynamic queries displays visual overviews beyond the current query constraints and thus provides cues for how changing a query may yield a satisfying set of results [31] . In offline data sets, manipulation of successive selections in a visualization can be used to consecutively reduce the data to subsets [16, 34] and dynamically adjusting the Boolean combination of text-based queries can be used to affect visualizations of relations among items of interest [32, 18] . To help the information seeker assess the relevance of search results numerous techniques have been developed that provide visualizations of document-query similarity and document characteristics [15, 20, 23] . Search results from multiple sources and of different media type can also be combined into a layout visualizing relationships with links and tags [33] .
Coordinated views may yield deeper insights into these multiple dimensions or facets by showing the interdependencies among the information sources [5] . For example, geographic information can be explored in an interface where two linked visualizations are provided for spatial and conceptual domains [8] . Interactive visualizations featuring maps, topics, and timelines have been employed to explore video libraries [10] , however, the used map does not display spatial distribution of items. Coordinated views in general have not been applied to Web-based information seeking.
Information Visualization on the Web
The Web can be seen as a medium for information visualization that may constitute both a data source and a delivery mechanism [27] . Improved support for Web standards increasingly allows simple interactive visualizations within the Web browser. For example, interactive widgets and visualizations [13] have been embedded into Web pages without requiring browser extensions, however the spatial distribution of items along the attributes that can be filtered with sliders are not visualized and the whole data necessary for the visualization has to be loaded at once, making exploration of larger information spaces impossible. A particular challenge is to provide a responsive and interactive interface even though the data to be explored is distributed over the network. Though research is progressing towards providing a responsive and interactive interface when the data is distributed over the Web -such as dividing query process into query preview and query refinement [25] and basing choices about placement on process on client-or server-side capabilities on the visualization's complexity [40] -this remains an open challenge.
As information on the Web becomes more structured and semantically organized [7] , visualization may constitute a more intuitive way to access vast quantities of Web-based information. Publishing and interacting with structured information on the Web becomes easier [17] . Large-scale information repositories such as Wikipedia can be turned into semantic information repositories, which can be queried like a database [4] . The multitude of RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds of millions of Web pages already contain structured metadata on newly added posts or recent changes on blogs and news sites.
Two dominant visualizations on the Web are tag clouds and geographic maps providing visual access to the conceptual and spatial domain respectively. A tag cloud visualizes a list of words in which differing font sizes represent differing frequency in use. While tag clouds have been used to provide overviews of search results [21] , studies have shown that tag clouds can support a range of information seeking tasks [26] . Examples of the Web becoming increasingly geospatial [28] , include Flickr's photo map [1] and the use of location information to structure and explore multimedia [8] . It has been shown that a large photo collection featuring both keywords and spatial information may help to label locations on a map [1] . Furthermore, the tag clouds and maps have been combined into one view to support initial exploration of large, multi-faceted data sets [30, 41] . Up to now tag clouds and maps have not been used together to allow multidimensional query formulation for information items.
The recent interest in socially-oriented visualization on the Web is illustrated by systems like the NameVoyager [36] , We Feel Fine [14] , Exhibit [17] , and ManyEyes [35] . These all provide interactive visualizations on the Web, however, the data sets are selected by the creator, except for ManyEyes where the users can upload their own data. WeFeelFine does use a creator selected set of data collected from the Web, however, while users can choose which subsets of this data they will see visually, there are still open questions about how to support visually based querying of Web-based information.
DESIGNING VISGETS
We extend the movement toward visual information exploration on the Web, by developing interactive visualizations that provide query functionality and update the visual control with information about the data retrieved by the current query settings. These are InfoVis query widgets (VisGets) that combine visual representations of the data being queried with retrieval of Web resources.
Design Goals
Our primary goal is to expand the possibilities for formulating queries by integrating VisGets into interactive online Web search. Use of visualization in formulating queries may ease the specification of some concepts that are difficult to express in text. For example, time range is difficult to specify in text without using several words: such as "during February or March last year" or "last summer", and might not be particularly effective as a text query in a search engine. However, time as a concept can be extremely useful for humans as a query filter. For this discussion, a query is a request for information from a large online information space. A query is composed of a set of parameters. A parameter is a piece of information within a query that clarifies an information need. This parameter can be thought of as a constraint by which the entire information space is filtered. It can also be thought of as an attractor based on similarity factors. Commonly, in Web searches, these parameters are words, and complex queries are built up through Boolean combinations of words.
Query parameter dimensions are an important feature in VisGets. A query parameter dimension is a concept that is prevalent enough in Web information to be effective as a filter and is based on what type of information is commonly accessible on the Web, and what types of information people commonly use to characterize items of interest. For instance, photos are often associated with time, location, and tags. Therefore, one should be able to retrieve photos, or other similarly organized Web-based information, along these dimensions. In making a query based on a dimension, one manipulates a range rather than using a word or set of words. Based on the related work and these considerations the specific design goals for VisGets are:
Enable casual formulation of complex queries. A VisGet should support casual exploration of large information spaces using sophisticated queries. Complex queries can be constructed in conjunctive form (e.g., Boolean AND) using a combination of multiple query tools. VisGets should allow the formulation of search queries based on parameters that are difficult to specify with textual queries.
Summarize information collections visually. The display should include a visual overview of the parameter dimension within the VisGet, as well as a clear indication of the currently selected and filtered items. The interface should allow interactive exploration and review of the interrelations between multiple query dimensions.
Visualize bounds of query dimensions. The information seeker should be able to visualize the currently selected range for each query dimension, as well as the full range available for each query dimen-sion. It should be easy to adjust the selected range, and to switch between a selected range and the full view.
Visualize query changes. As query parameters are modified in a VisGet, the effect of these changes should be displayed within the VisGet itself, and simultaneously reflected in all the other VisGets. The set of information items in the results list may be updated incrementally, using transition animations to help the information seeker to understand the changes to the information set.
Use integrated dynamic manipulation. A VisGet should provide interaction methods for adjusting query dimensions, and should provide responsive updates for the results of query adjustments. The interface should be inviting and intuitive, supporting interactive exploration of the relationships between multiple query dimensions.
Provide information drill-down. The interface should provide access to appropriate resolution in a VisGet's parameter dimension. The information seeker should be able to display detailed information for result items upon request (e.g., on-demand detail, or detail in context).
Choosing Information Dimensions for VisGets
Information resources published on the Web are increasingly often organized along three major dimensions-time, location, and tagscorresponding to when, where, and what [24] .
Time. Practically everything on the Web has some kind of publication date. Examples include blog entries, recent updates on Wikis, and news feeds from friends on social networking sites. These mechanisms keep the information seeker up-to-date on current developments, either globally or in a closer social context. Being able to explore past conversations, or to see what is being discussed right now, makes time an useful dimension for Web-based exploration.
Location. With built-in GPS (Global Positioning System) capabilities now in many devices, more and more information published on the Web has geospatial information. Photos, news items, and encyclopaedia entries increasingly include geographic longitude and latitude, making location-based information exploration possible. Even information without explicit location information can be enhanced using natural-language processing, mashups, and geographic look-up services [38] .
Tags. The topics associated with Web-resources are often made explicit through free-form keywords or tags. Tags can be added by the creators of Web pages intentionally to help people who are interested in specific topics to find Web resources such as photos and bookmarks. Tags are also often developed communally. As tag clouds become commonplace, they invite information seekers to explore and discover semantic and thematic relationships between resources on the Web.
While there are many other dimensions that can be used to categorize and structure information on the Web, for our initial VisGets we select these three dimensions as examples of searchable characterizations of Web resources, that are both widely used and are also often based on information that is fairly easy to extract.
Appearance and Functioning of VisGets
A VisGet is an information visualization widget that combines visual representation with interaction control with Web-query capabilities. A VisGet is composed of:
• a visualization of the Web-searchable information upon which it is based (in our examples time, location and tags), • dynamic interactions that adjust and refine the range of the selected information in the VisGets' visualizations, • search response that provides a list of information results, and • coordinated interaction and adjustment with other VisGets. For the following examples, information items were extracted during interaction from online RSS feeds from the Global Voices project [12] , an editorial aggregation blog about blogs from around the world. Obtaining online data from RSS feeds is discussed in more detail later.
Time VisGet. For the temporal dimension, we used a simple bar chart (see Figure 1) . The length of the base of the bar chart indicates the start and end of the time range of the searchable information. In Location VisGet. The spatial VisGet is based on a map of the world, upon which superimposed squares and circles represent information items (see Figure 2) . Squares are used to mark the location of individual items, while the circles are used to represent aggregated items. The size of the circle reflects the number of items in the aggregation it represents. The amount of the map that is viewable in the window, or the map's display boundaries, serve as the spatial query parameter. That is, the results list will contain the information items associated with the markers (circles and squares) that are spatially within the area currently shown in the VisGet. Thus the spatial query can be changed and filtered by zooming and panning the map. Zooming in and out can be done either via the scroll-wheel, by double-clicking the left or the right mouse button, or by using '+' and '-' buttons at the top of the VisGet. Furthermore, it is possible to select individual circles or squares, to expand the aggregated information represented by the circles, and zoom into the map to show a more detailed spatial distribution of the selected information items. In the current implementation, based on Google Maps API, the location VisGet uses a Mercator projection that distorts the map increasingly towards the poles. A promising direction for future research would be to improve the map projection and the methods for location-based aggregation and filtering [1, 3, 8, 10, 24, 30, 41] .
Tag VisGet. The tag VisGet features an alphabetically sorted tag cloud that provides a topical overview of the information collection. The font size of each tag represents how often it appears among the information items. The overall bounds of the topic dimension range are based on the tags in use within the whole information collection. When a tag is selected, it is coloured orange and becomes a tag filter, limiting the information in the results list to those that include this tag (see Figure 3) . Multiple tags can be selected as filters concurrently. Overcrowding of the tag cloud is avoided by limiting the amount of tags displayed to those most frequently used. More seldom used tags can be shown either by selecting the '+' button on the top of the tag VisGet, or alternately, by narrowing down the result set by either selecting a tag as a filter or refining the query setting the other VisGets' (Time and Location) parameters. Results. The result list depicts the information items that comply to all query parameters. When queries change, information items are removed or added through animated transitions. Each result item displays its title and constitutes a hyperlink leading to the actual online information source. It is possible to hover over a result item and view a preview of the description (see Figure 4) . If the information item includes an image, it is included in the upper right corner of the detail overlay. The order of the result list is currently based on the publication date, however, supporting more sophisticated ranking mechanisms based on relevancy or popularity would be an interesting future direction. While result lists implicitly convey linearity in data ranges, a spatial layout of result items could be used for visualizing other relationships among information items [33] .
Coordinated Interactivity
Individual VisGets allow interaction within one dimension and several linked VisGets provide multidimensional exploration through coordinated interactions: weighted brushing and query refinements.
Weighted Brushing
Hovering with the mouse-pointer over a visual element temporarily highlights related visual elements in all linked VisGets and the results list. This highlighting disappears immediately when the mousepointer moves beyond the edge of the visual element. For example, hovering over a tag in the tag VisGet highlights all related elements in the temporal bar chart and the geographic map (see Fig. 5 ). In our system the highlighting is done by changing the colour of visual elements from blue to pink and dimming unrelated items.
The degree of relatedness between visual elements in multiple VisGets usually differs, since each element can represent different quantities of collection items. Instead of having a binary type of linking and brushing, where weakly related elements are highlighted as much as strongly related elements, weighted brushing represents varying degrees of relatedness. The highlighting of linked visual elements is based on how much association there is between information items and the currently brushed element. For example, the currently brushed or activated element A in Figure 6 is highly related to the visual element B, as they both represent the same information items, possibly in different VisGets. The visual element C is weakly related to A, as it shares only one associated information item with A. The visual element D has no relation with A, and is therefore displayed with the default color. Information items can assume either one value or several values within a particular dimension. For example, an information resource usually has one publication date, while it can have multiple topics or tags associated with it. This has implications for the design of linking and brushing behavior within an activated VisGet. If the information seeker, for example, hovers over a tag, other tags in the same VisGet might be correlated and thus be highlighted. This provides the information seeker with visual cues indicating relations within the same dimension, in addition to highlights in other VisGets.
Query Refinements
An individual VisGet is used to constrain the query bounds of a particular information dimension through visual elements and controls that can be directly manipulated using the mouse pointer. Every refinement of a query triggers changes in the result list that are also reflected in all linked VisGets through animated transitions. Query parameters can be set in multiple dimensions, providing a technique for combining multidimensional parameters into a logical conjunction. Here are two examples of query refinement with VisGets.
Example 1 Consider an interest regarding politics on the Caribbean Islands around the middle of February 2008. Figure 7 depicts possible successive interactions with VisGets to follow this vague information need. A first step could be the selection of the circle close to the Caribbean on the geographic map, which highlights, in pink, the information items in the results list that are associated with the location of interest. In response to this action, the location VisGet zooms in to show the region of the Caribbean in more detail and the other VisGets update accordingly. Then one of the larger tags 'politics' could be selected from among the tags in the tag VisGet. Next, the temporal VisGet could be used to drill-down to the month of February. Brushing some of the days around the middle of the month of February highlights several items about Fidel Castro's retirement. Hovering over one of the result items shows the detail overlay of the news item "Castro Steps Down". Example 2 It is also possible to begin with a conventional textbased search query, and then refine it using the VisGets. One could, for example, be interested in recent environmental topics mentioning storms (see Figure 8 ). At first 'storm' could be entered into the textual query box, after which all VisGets are updated visualizing only posts that contain the word 'storm'. For example, the tag VisGet would show that posts containing 'storms' are predominantly about the environment. Selecting this tag would disambiguate the query from posts that do not use the word 'storm' in connection with the environment. After that, the query could be refined further along the temporal dimension with the time VisGet to select only the last three months. Few items remain and the location VisGet indicates that a storm may have recently caused discussion about a place southeast of Africa. Selecting the circle on the map narrows down the results to two items, both indicating a storm that hit Madagascar. Hovering over one of the items shows a graphic displaying the severity and extent of the storm. Note that during the flow of refinement the results list becomes shorter and more refined.
IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented a Web-based system that is aimed to support visual exploration of large information collections utilizing VisGets. The prototype performs online queries browsing approximately 3,000 information items in continually updated RSS feeds.
Architecture
The architecture of the visual information exploration system is divided into two parts: client-side and server-side (see Figure 9 ).
Web Server Web Browser
JavaScript DOM On the Web server, data is processed and filtered. We used CakePHP as a PHP programming framework, and MySQL as the relational database for storing processed data from RSS feeds.
Presentation and interaction are realized in the Web browser. We employ jQuery as a JavaScript framework that abstracts away the differences between multiple browsers. We chose jQuery because it enables both sophisticated query operations on the DOM (Document Object Model), as well as asynchronous communication with the server via the XMLHttpRequest object.
While the basic structure of the interface is transmitted as HTML, CSS, and JavaScript files, the actual processed and filtered data for the VisGets and result list is retrieved by the browser as JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), generated based on the current query parameters.
Data Extraction
Our prototype works with online, constantly updated data. Similarly to other search engines, the information items are extracted and stored in an online database, which is constantly updated from RSS feeds. While in principle VisGets could explore full Web information spaces, in practice further research is required in efficient Web-based data processing. In this direction, our delta queries (see Section 4.4) are a step towards minimizing data movement. The system assumes information items having title and description (text), date and time of publication (timestamp), geographic location (longitude and latitude), and tags (freeform keywords). If these characteristics are neither explicitly associated with an information item or cannot be derived from it, the respective entry is not displayed in the interface.
The extraction of title, description, and date information from RSS feeds is straightforward, and is done in our system using the MagpieRSS library. However, extracting location and tag information is more difficult, since this information is not always presented in a consistent format.
Tags can be represented in RSS feeds in different ways. The native approach in RSS is to put tags into <category> elements that are sub-elements of the <item> element. Tags can also be included as part of an extension to RSS, such as MediaRSS that is used by the photo sharing site Flickr. Furthermore, blog posts are often tagged using links to blog aggregation sites, such as Technorati, with the link's rel attribute set to "tag". In RSS feeds, these tag links appear in the description, and have to be parsed; in our system, we do this using regular expressions.
While the standard specifications for geospatial information embedded in RSS are unambiguous, the number of RSS feeds that include latitude and longitude on a per-item basis is limited. However, often the title and description includes geographic indications, such as city or country names. To add geographic information to the RSS feeds, we used the GeoNames Web service, which (among many other gazetteer functions) can enhance regular RSS feeds into GeoRSS feeds [38] . The Web service takes the URL of a non-geospatial RSS feed as an input, and returns the same feed with (longitude, latitude) pairs added to items, if sufficient geographic indications are present.
The descriptions included in RSS feeds can vary greatly in terms of length and formatting. To provide a consistent display of information in the interface, we exclude any markup other than formatting with italics and bold. The length of the descriptions are also limited. If one or more images have been added to an item, the source URL of the first image is parsed using a regular expression, and later included in the interface.
Query Parameter Conversion
Query parameters limit the currently selected set of information items. In the implemented system there are four types of query parameters: dates, location, tags, and search terms of a conventional text field. We will neglect the latter, and focus in the following on parameters that are set and changed by VisGets. In a visual information exploration system (see Figure 10 ), query parameters are constantly transformed between three forms: visual query parameters (as part of VisGets), parameters encoded for URLs and HTTP requests, and query parameters (as part of SQL query statements). The challenge is to represent query parameters in these different forms, and apply transformations between them without losing any accuracy or semantics along the way.
Encoding query parameters for URLs or HTTP requests is essential in a distributed environment, where the information exploration system has some logic running on the server and some within the Web browser. In the implemented prototype, every query state is encoded as a URL. This allows the information seeker to bookmark the current parameters, and send these to friends or colleagues. Temporal, spatial, and topical parameters therefore have to be encoded into a form that both the server and client can interpret and generate. Because JavaScript code running in the Web browser can only change the local part of the address, query parameters in the implemented system are put behind the hash sign ('#'). This allows the client-side code to change the query parameters in the URL, once the information seeker has modified them through a VisGet.
Visual query parameters in VisGets can be slider positions, map bounds, and tag selections. The selections of one or multiple tags as filters or query parameters is set using the class parameter of the respective <span> element that encompasses the tag. The geographic bounds of a map can be retrieved and set using the functions provided in the Google Maps API. The temporal query parameters are represented by the position of triangle-shaped <div> elements, which are used as sliders.
The query parameters are used to filter the information items stored in the database. Therefore the URL-encoded parameters are converted into WHERE constraints in SQL statements.
Delta Queries
Responsiveness is a vital feature in interactive information visualization. In the Web context, this requirement places practical constraints on the number of transactions between client and server, and the data volumes exchanged, because of round-trip latency and network bandwidth consumption. As a result, one of our key design considerations was avoiding unnecessary data movement, especially for redundant data.
To provide fast and comprehensible updates, we developed delta queries. After a visual query parameter has been modified, the corresponding VisGet determines which items are to be removed, which items can remain, and what kind of overlap exists between the current selection s i and the new selection s i+1 of information items. The resulting change in the information set is referred to as the delta.
We have identified four types of overlap, which are depicted with sliders and Euler diagrams in Figure 11 . By determining the overlap (if any), it is possible to reduce the number of items requested from the Web server, reducing network latency and thus the time to update the interface. Furthermore, it is possible to provide animated transitions to indicate the removal or addition of information items in the result list, as well as the changes happening within the VisGets. Implementing delta queries requires careful tracking of information items. Once the VisGet determines the ids of the information items that have to be removed, these items are removed from all VisGets and the result list. Depending on the VisGet, animated transitions may be used to convey the interface update. The ids of the retained information items are sent within the HTTP request to the Web server, indicating that these items can be excluded from the returned JSON data. In the case of a narrowed selection (contraction), the query to the Web server can be omitted altogether.
VISGETS IN USE
As part of our design process, in order to direct our development of VisGets, we conducted an exploratory observation of VisGets in use. We observed 10 people (4 female, 6 male; age range 19 to 37) who self-estimated their Internet experience as between 5 and 15 years and their Internet usage as between 2 and 8 hours per day. On a 20 inch desktop computer screen, VisGets in a Web browser window accessed online data that consisted of approximately 3000 articles from several RSS feeds from the Global Voices site [12] .
Participants were first given a tutorial explaining how the system worked and were provided with free exploration time to become familiar with the VisGets. Each participant was asked to perform two sets of tasks. The first set of tasks consisted of nine focused questions about current events and had specific countries or regions, topics, or dates as answers. Each question of a given dimension had clues from the other two dimensions. For example, one question was: "Which region declared its independence in February 2008?" Here the answer was spatial and the clues were topical and temporal. When the answer was topical the clues were spatial and temporal, and for temporal answers the clues were spatial and topical. The second set of tasks were more open-ended. Participants were asked to imagine that they were a newspaper journalist, a health inspector from the WHO, or a human rights investigator with Amnesty International. The tasks were to plan their travel to uncover interesting news stories, track the global health situation, or monitor human rights issues. After tasks were completed, participants were asked to fill out a post-session questionnaire and a semi-structured interview was conducted.
Discussion
The post-session questionnaire contained five-level Likert scale questions that asked participants' opinions on the interface and the discovery of information, gaining of overview and access to detail information. The results are shown in Figure 12 .
All VisGets were rated favourably and similarly by participants. Through the observations and interview the temporal VisGet was noted as particularly helpful for discovering information. During the study we noticed that participants used the location VisGet less for visual filtering, than either the temporal or the topical VisGets. Spatial cues for countries were used by some participants as textual queries. In the interview, five out of ten participants chose the temporal VisGet as their preference for filtering through the information items, and four participants described the location VisGet as unnecessary. When asked The time sliders allow you to easily discover interesting topics, events or news. The map allows you to easily discover interesting topics, events or news. The tag cloud allows you to easily discover interesting topics, events or news. The query search allows you to easily discover interesting topics, events or news. where such a visual search would be helpful four participants mentioned news and current events, three noted possible value for academic research, and three saw it as applicable to conventional search. It is possible that the degree to which participants favoured the temporal VisGet may be, at least in part, due to the relative difficulty of expressing a time range in a few of words of text that would be suitable for a search query. In contrast, even though map bounds or ranges are also difficult to express as a text query, spatial concepts like country and city names are sufficiently functional as textual queries. Similarly tags themselves can be readily used as queries.
CONCLUSION
In this work we have introduced VisGets, coordinated information visualization query widgets that aim to make it possible for information seekers to orient themselves within Web-based information spaces and to incrementally build complex filtering queries. Our general design considerations led us to define VisGets as widgets that:
• Provide a visualization of an information dimension that can be used to specify an information query.
• Allow query specification through dynamic manipulation of the range of these information dimensions.
• Propagate range adjustments to other associated VisGets, providing immediate visual evidence of query refinement.
• Offer responsive results lists that immediately and incrementally change according to the manipulation of the VisGets.
• Reflect actions in a given VisGets in all VisGets through highlights of current choices and parameter range selections. We have presented temporal, spatial, and topical VisGets, within a fluid and responsive Web-based implementation. An exploratory study indicates positive reactions towards visual information exploration with VisGets.
The main contribution of this work is the application of dynamic queries to Web-based information seeking using multiple coordinated VisGets. We have developed weighted brushing as a novel interaction technique that displays different degrees of relatedness between visual elements in coordinated views, and delta queries as a novel mechanism to convey query changes and reduce the transmission load during query refinements.
In the current realization, our VisGets are limited to fairly simple visual representations and query parameters. This is partly due to the constrained capabilities of current Web browsers and also a result of rather simple data extraction. For example, in the current implementation spatial constraints are defined by the map's rectangular bounds. A more powerful VisGet could allow advanced spatial queries, described with arbitrary, potentially disconnected polygons or by geopolitical boundaries such as continents and countries. Developing more sophisticated data modelling, visualization, and interaction design to support more types of selections, different granularities, and data uncertainties is an exciting future research direction.
Furthermore, the amount of information items extracted from RSS feeds is limited by the capabilities of the database and the processing power of a single Web server. Providing access to a number of information items comparable to the Web's proportions would require a substantively more powerful computer system made up of many individual systems crawling, indexing, and analysing the Web.
Because VisGets include, extend, and combine existing visualization techniques, a large set of InfoVis techniques may be considered to be utilized for the exploration of different types information spaces. While the design and realization of VisGets can benefit from previous experience, visualizations have to be adapted to allow for visual query formulation. To learn more about the possible role of interactive visualizations in information seeking, we will consider further information spaces and formats beyond RSS as we explore new types of VisGets.
